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BY BEN MANICKAM

Have you considered the recession to be
conducive for staff training? Would your
answer be analogous to the title of this ar ti-
cle which aptly describes the common
response one hears when organizations
consider training & development programs
in the current context. Understandably so,
since training budgets are amongst the first
to be axed to help organizations survive the
recession. This is true in both the for-profit
and non-profit sectors.

Visionary organizations follow a radical-
ly different approach to training during lean
times. Rather than respond with the cus-
tomary strategy of downsizing, cutting
back on training etc…. consequently bury-
ing the organization deeper in the pack with
the rest in the industry, visionary organiza-
tions understand the benefits of a reces-
sion. They take extraordinary measures to
emphasize streamlined training more than
at other times. Some may view this as
imprudent, but these organizations think
differently. Unconventional they may be,
but such decisions to invest in training are
based on courageous, visionary thinking to
prepare the team to be ahead when the
economy rebounds.

While such visionary organizations agree
that cost cutting during recession is impor-
tant, they also acknowledge that to really
keep company costs down, you need
employees performing at their peak - and
that means more streamlined training. They
also know that cutting back on staff training
has no coherent justification to business
survival. Neither do the benefits of cost cut-
ting equate to the impacts of a trained staff.
On the contrary, these organizations place
a renewed emphasis on training during
recession for the following reasons:

(1)   Beyond assets - a decision to
invest in training during lean times rather
than layoff staff is indicative that an organi-
zation views people not as mere assets
who are used during good times and dis-
posed during bad times, but as essential
elements of the organizational fabric. A

message that members of the team are
valuable and will be treated with dignity and
respect is communicated across the organ-
ization. Such affirming actions no doubt
contribute towards superior performance.

(2)  Leapfrog the competition - when
these turbulent phases of business cease
and the economy brightens, due to the
emphasis on training such organizations
are well prepared to lead with competent
team members, better equipped to make
the competition irrelevant. Chan Kim and
Mauborgne (2005) who authored Blue
Ocean Strategy refer to making the compe-
tition irrelevant through a value-innovation
combination. Their thesis stipulates a strat-
egy that refuses to be drawn into conven-
tional competition. Rather than compete
they suggest creating a leap in value for
customers through the Value- Innovation
combination. An undeniable characteristic
of recession is when team schedules are
not as busy as before - ideally this is then a
reason to invest in concentrated training to
develop this value-innovation mix. An
organization that does not train, especially
during lean times, faces the risk of leaving
its best staff stagnant and irrelevant for the
future.

(3)   Important over the urgent - Stephen
Coveys Seven Habits is a much quoted
book in leadership circles. Covey explains
that successful individuals operate in the
"important but not urgent" quadrant. In
boom times, due to the hectic pace of busi-
ness, the team is often running from impor-
tant matters to urgent meetings with little
time to concentrate on issues pertinent for
business growth and aspects of training.
Often during boom times, staff while physi-
cally present at an important training pro-
gram, are preoccupied with some urgent
matter that requires attention. Thus knowl-
edge transfer is abruptly slackened. On the
other hand, lean economic times - with
business down and the accompanying
slow pace - provide that ideal opportunity
to concentrate on what is "important but
not urgent". This is the best time for the
team to identify, focus and develop strate-

gies that fit this quadrant. Important mat-
ters that are not urgent determine the
organizations destiny and require more
time, more initiative, proactive thinking, and
concentration.

(4) Motivation - A motivated, well knit
team delivers superior performance. Times
of recession tend to have a negative effect
on team motivation. During lean times
employees experience boredom, insecurity,
lack of direction and are anxious about their
future. Morale tends to sag and they star t
exploring other opportunities. Progressive
organizations use lean times to reinforce
team values, long term focus and a culture
of interdependency through a range of
training activities and team building exer-
cises. Senior managers can play a signifi-
cant role as internal experts by sharing
their knowledge and experiences to moti-
vate the team.

(5) Hope - leadership literature abounds
with the understanding that the leader is a
purveyor of hope. As Jim Collins points out
in his recently released work "How the
mighty fall and why some never give up"
(2009), when hope is abandoned then the
organization should begin preparing for the
end. Visionary organizations communicate

hope right across the organization, by
bringing and building the teams together
and energizing them to focus on the future
through appropriate training.

The common excuse given is that train-
ing is expensive and therefore cannot be
justified during difficult economic times.
This approach would be shortsighted,
because the need for talent has never been
greater. According to a survey conducted
by the Conference Board (USA), talent is
one of the top priorities amongst CEOs
around the world. Visionary organizations
have understood this reality hence see the
benefits of training far exceed the costs,
more so on the long run. When the econo-
my brightens, staff is better equipped, more
proficient to deliver superior service there-
by enabling the organization to be ahead. 

Several organizations do in-house train-
ing using their own, senior managers.
Others use professional trainers.
Organizations however need to be wary of
several low cost, high enter tainment pro-
grams offered under the label of training, as
these may not deliver desired results or in
the words of a senior trainer, will lack
"Monday morning relevance (MMR)". The
HR department needs to review trainings in
light of individual and organizational pro-
ductivity and effectiveness. The frame-
works developed by Donald Kirkpatrick
(reaction, learning, job behavior and
results) and Philips (reaction & planned
action, learning, applied learning on the
job, business results, return on investment)
are helpful guides when discussing the
objectives of the training program with the
trainers. Unfortunately, training surveys
indicate that many training programs do not
proceed beyond the second level. Good
trainers retained by the organization will
ensure change at the fourth and fifth level -
business results for the organization.
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Ceylinco Life's claims of
continuing market leader-
ship in 2008 and the growth of
its share of the market have
been independently validated
by the most authoritative
source, the Annual Report of
the Insurance
Board of Sri
Lanka (IBSL).

In the recently
released docu-
ment, the sector
regulator has
confirmed that
total premium
income in the
long term (life)
insurance seg-
ment grew 13.9
per cent to Rs 23.613 billion in
the 12 months ending
December 31, 2008, and that
Ceylinco Life's premium
income, at Rs 8.257 billion,
represents a 34.97 per cent
share of the market.

Figures in the report also
confirm that Ceylinco Life
recorded a growth of 20.6 per
cent in the year reviewed, a
full 6.7 percentage points
higher than the industry
average, and that Ceylinco
Life was the only company in
the life insurance segment to
significantly increase its
market share, by 1.94 percent-
age points.

In contrast, the second
largest life insurer in the
country witnessed a decline
of 2.56 per cent in its market
share, which fell to 19.05 per
cent at the end of 2008, giving
Ceylinco Life a lead of nearly
16 percentage points in mar-
ket share over its closest
competitor. All other life
insurance businesses either
maintained their market
share of posted marginal
growth in the review period.

Commenting on this
important substantiation of
performance in the insur-
ance sector, Ceylinco Life
Deputy Chairman R.
Renganathan said: "Besides
its role as a regulator, the
IBSL provides a great service
to the investing public in Sri
Lanka by providing valuable
information on the perform-
ance of all players in the sec-

tor. This means that the pub-
lic is able to verify the accu-
racy of numerous claims and
statements that emanate
from companies."

He said Ceylinco Life's
achievement of retaining its

market leader-
ship for the fifth
consecutive year
and the fact that
the company has
increased its lead
over the competi-
tion, are clear
indicators of the
degree of trust it
continues to
enjoy among poli-
cyholders and

potential customers alike,
even in a challenging envi-
ronment.

Among other noteworthy
indicators reported in the
2008 Annual Report of the
IBSL, was that all life insur-
ers together had sold 555,886
new life policies in the year
reviewed, achieving a growth
of 5.4 per cent. Of these new
policies sold, Ceylinco Life,
in its own Annual Report for
2008 discloses that it had sold
188,483 new policies, account-
ing for 33.9 per cent of new
business in the life insurance
segment in 2008.

The IBSL also reports that
penetration of life insurance
had grown from 8.8 per cent
at the end of 2006 to 10.4 per
cent at the end of 2008.
"Ceylinco Life can claim to
have contributed significant-
ly to increasing penetration
because it is the only compa-
ny to substantially increase
its market share, and to
invest heavily in pro-
grammes to increase the size
of the market by improving
awareness of the need for life
insurance," Mr. Renganathan
added.

Ceylinco Life has more
than 750,000 lives covered by
active policies. The compa-
ny's Life Fund stood at Rs
22.57 billion at of 30th April
2009, and its solvency margin
at the end of the concluded
financial year was five times
the requirement specified by
statute.

Isn't recession ideal for training?Ceylinco Life market share grows to
nearly 35 % - IBSL Annual Report

Two new Exciting models namely
the TVS Metro and the Scooty Streak
were launched at the TVS Annual
Dealer Conference, 2009. 

Of the two bikes the TVS Metro is a
100CC 4 stroke motorcycle the all
new sleek styling with additional fea-
tures such as CVTI technology, Black
engine, improved instrument console
with low fuel indicator, alloy wheels
and many more.

The newly designed bike is
designed to achieve the best mileage
on the road while keeping up with
extravagant looks. The bike is ideal
for people looking for style and econ-
omy.

The all new Scooty Streak is a
90CC scooter with bigger and better
styling. TVS Scooty has been the
undisputed market segment leader for
5 consecutive years. The new prod-
uct is enhanced with sharp styling,
bigger and friendly looks, better lug-

gage space, easy fuel access, lock-
able front storage with mobile phone
charger, auto gears and convenient
riding design.

The key personal who attended the
event were Mr.Chanaka Yatawara,
Executive Director and Mr.Ashiq Lafir,
Finance Director, representing United
Motors, Mr. Srikanth, Deputy General
Manager, TVS, IYNGAR & Sons and
Mr Sunil Walunjkar, Head of
International Business,
Mr.Krishnakumar, AGM International
Business, Mr Auro Asish, Country
Manager representing TVS Motor
Company. 

TVS Lanka Pvt Ltd with its new
CEO, Mr Sampath Agalawatta and his
team led the event while the dealers
from all four corners of the country
were present and energergized to
accelerate the Marketplace after the
event held on 19th June, 2009 at
Hotel Galadari.

Pioneers in IT education in Sri Lanka,
Singapore Informatics takes another initiative to
meet the most crucial requirements in the IT
organisations by introducing a workshop on IT
Governance, for the first time in Sri Lanka. The
workshop will cover the principals and the best
practices of IT Governance in the corporate sec-
tor, and the government organisations, as well as
entrepreneurial IT companies of small to medium
size who plans to increase their organisations
potentials with better governance practices, tools
and the processes.

Launching the program, Senior Business
Development Manager, Singapore Informatics,
Lakshitha Reginald says, "this is the first time for
a training organisation to take an initiative to
help Sri Lankan companies face IT governance
issues in their organisations with a new approach

and with more confidence, with a knowledge shar-
ing session, they have never experienced before." 

The workshop will start with a keynote address
from Mr. Ramesh Shanmuganathan, Group CIO
and Executive Vice President of John keells
Holdings Plc, discussing IT Governance
Strategies and his own experience as the Group
CIO in a leading IT Organization. The panel
include: Mr. Kanishka Sugathadasa, MD IT
Advisors, and past President ISACA - IT
Governance Institute, Mr. Rohan  Muttiah, CIO
Commercial Bank Plc, Mr. Niranjan De Silva,
CEO Metropolitan Computers (Pvt) Ltd  and Mr.
Dilendra Wimalasekere - CEO, Eureka
Technology Partners

Dr. Madhu Fernando, CEO of Innova Strategies,
and Management consultant and trainer
Singapore Informatics, will facilitate the work-

shop, making it an interactive and thought pro-
voking session with lots of hands on activities
that participants can get involved and learn. Dr.
Madhu will share her experience on how to make
IT governance strategies work with better project
and program management, with her own experi-
ence with senior executives in the IT organisa-
tions.

Training will be conducted by Dr. Sameera  de
Alwis, helping participants to learn the concepts,
theories and the framework of IT governance,
with practical examples and case studies.

Don't miss this opportunity to join this unique
training program that will bring you the knowl-
edge in key areas of IT governance and will make
a real difference in the way you approach the day
to day issues relating to the governance in your
own IT organization.

Singapore Informatics brings you a unique workshop on IT Governance 

TVS Metro and Scooty Streak the Latest
additions to the TVS bikes range unveiled
at the Annual TVS Dealer Conference, 2009


